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Abstract   

Governments worldwide are focused more than ever before on the importance of creativity in 

solving future problems, increasing economic growth and transforming communities. 

Education, too, must now pay increased attention to this human capacity to innovate, to take 

risks, and importantly, to communicate in new and engaging ways. Ironically, skills such as 

those developed through creative thinking and writing, are largely limited to writing under 

exam conditions. As an English teacher, I was concerned that my students had lost the joy 

and fun of writing. Consequently I embarked on an action research project to explore how to 

foster a more creative approach to writing through integrating digital technologies into my 

pedagogy. My first research cycle included a four-phase action plan, with one stage 

involving the boys in an intensive activity of creating a novel in a day. The general agreement 

from the class was summed up by one of the participants who noted that using digital 

technologies helped to make writing “a fun way of expressing your creativity into an 

awesome masterpiece.” 

 

Rationale   

Moreton Bay Boys’ College (MBBC) is a private, independent school of 550 students that 

offers the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme, the Middle Years 

Programme and the Queensland Senior Certificate. Our tagline is ‘Life adventurers. Life 

achievers’. We encourage our boys to be brave, try new experiences, learn to solve problems, 

be resilient, and ultimately, to know that they can achieve their goals if they commit to being 



responsible for their own learning journey. MBBC presently has a Bring Your Own Device 

Policy (BYOD) and 45% of the Year 9 students use their own devices in the classroom.  

Year 9 is a critical stage regarding boys and their engagement in learning, especially when it 

comes to leisure reading and sharing their creative ideas though the writing process. For 

many, it is a time when they simply stop believing they are writers. Over the four years that I 

have been teaching at MBBC, I have noticed that the boys’ creative writing replicates how 

they approach writing stories under exam conditions, where they are satisfied with their first 

response being their best response. This is in opposition to their commitment to practising 

and honing skills that they are quite disciplined and committed to refining, for example, 

during gaming sessions with friends or at training for sport or cultural activities.  

I perceived a need to return some of the fun and joy to creative writing; to foster in the boys a 

willingness to take risks with their ideas, and for them to gain pleasure in the hard work 

needed to unleash their creative talents. Undertaking action research was my pathway, and 

my question became ‘How can digital technologies transform the creative writing process and 

foster imagination and risk taking though collaboration?’ 

Literature Review 

Australian politicians and employers are growing increasingly interested in, and aware of, the 

concept of creativity and how it might best be harnessed to ensure Australia’s economic and 

social advancement in the 21st century. The Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for 

Young Australians (Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth 

Affairs [MCEETYA] 2008) states that one of its goals is that “all young Australians become 

successful learners, confident and creative individuals, and active and informed citizens” (p. 

8). It also spells out that successful learners are ones who “have the essential skills in literacy 

and numeracy and are creative and productive users of technology…” (p. 8). Despite these 

goals, the most recent NAPLAN Report on Australian numeracy and literacy in school age 

children reveals that girls have, again, out-performed boys in literacy, and that in Year 9 “the 

differences range from 15 score points in Reading to 41 score points in Persuasive 

Writing…” (Australian Curriculum, Assessment & Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2012, p. 

255). These results have raised many concerns for educators focused around writing and 

communicating, and questions how we are fostering creativity.  

A useful starting point for understanding what creativity is lies with the National Advisory 

Committee on Creative and Cultural Education’s (NACCCE) definition that creativity is 



“imaginative activity fashioned so as to produce outcomes that are both original and of value” 

(1999, p. 3). Joubert (2001) notes certain attributes that can be fostered to develop creative 

potential including the “willingness to grow, openness to new experiences... the capacity to 

think for oneself... and the appropriate use of humour, risk-taking, resilience, commitment 

and intrinsic motivation” (p. 23). It is Loveless (2006), however, who  promotes the idea that 

creativity is an “essential life skill through which people can develop their potential to use 

their imagination to express themselves, and make original and valued choices in their lives” 

(p. 2). 

Elements conducive to encouraging creativity in the classroom include Davies’ (1999) 

premise that students need to feel safe to take risks and learn from mistakes, Craft’s (2000) 

idea that students need to be given time and opportunities to play with information and ideas, 

and Loveless’ (2006) assertions that creativity will emerge when students are able to reflect, 

practise resilience and be resourceful. 

Australia’s Digital Education Revolution (AICTEC, n.d.) was designed to ensure that the 

bedrooms of our teenagers did not contain more digital technologies than the local high 

school. Extensive studies have been conducted both here and overseas to determine how best 

to integrate technologies into learning and teaching and to capitalize on its outcomes. The 

benefits include the formation of relational communities able to communicate about topics 

across time and continents (Petty, Bishop, Fisher & Sonn, 2006). As well, increased and new 

opportunities to express creativity and individuality to large audiences and to receive almost 

instantaneous recognition and feedback are recognized as important in the learning 

environment (Fisher, Giaccardi, Eden, Sugimoto & Ye, 2005). Another advantage of digital 

technologies as a learning tool is that users learn how to learn as they actively engage with 

these technologies (Rogers, 1983). MCEETYA (2008) also recognises the importance of 

technologies as life-long learning tools asserting, “in a digital age, and with rapid and 

continuing changes in the ways that people share, use, develop and communicate with ICT, 

young people need to be highly skilled in its use” (online, para. 2).  

What then is the nexus between digital technologies and fostering creativity? Ferrari, Cachia 

and Punie (2009) refer back to Loveless when they note, “it is the interplay of human 

intention and activity which exploits the potential of a technology” (p. 34), while Loveless 

maintains that digital technologies are “a set of tools which can be chosen as and when they 

are appropriate in the creative process” (2006, p. 2). Peppler and Solomu (2011) add that 

these technologies give boys the “…design opportunities to foster collaboration and creativity 



in their own domains” (p. 11). Hence it would seem that providing boys with the opportunity 

to express their creativity in the act of writing might be fostered through selecting digital 

technologies that require of them to exploit their capacities in the pursuit of imaginative and 

engaging stories.  

Although Herold (in Ferrari et al., 2009) warns that “the digital generation, which is assumed 

to be totally proficient with technology, often lacks basic technological skills and IT 

knowledge” (p. 34), this should not stop teachers from using digital technologies to foster 

their students’ creativity.  

Notwithstanding the impact selected digital tools may have in fostering a more creative outcome in 

boys’ writing, pedagogical strategies to complement the digital technologies are still required. 

Regarding improving boys’ writing, much has been published advising teachers that when boys have 

the chance to brainstorm and discuss before they write, along with using teacher-prepared templates, 

the quality of their writing increases dramatically (OME, 2004; OFSTED, 2003). Thus it would seem 

appropriate to investigate how digital technologies, along with sound teaching strategies, can work 

together to unleash boys’ creativity in writing and storytelling.  

Research Context 

“… I am the master of my fate: 

I am the captain of my soul.” 

(Invictus William Ernest Henley) 

I have observed that our boys’ interest in reading and writing often wanes as they move from 

primary to middle school. Author James Moloney (n.d., online) advises that boys “love the 

ghoulish, the gross and the disgusting...” (p. 2), yet much of what interests boys is ignored by 

adults as being inappropriate dross. Consequently, I include student-recommended novels in 

the Year 9 programme; ones that appeal because the boys have a strong sense of justice; 

believe in loyalty and mateship; and because they enjoy the blood and guts of the battles 

waged by heroes. They feel they have earned the victories just as keenly as the novels’ 

protagonists. While student feedback affirmed their enjoyment of their reading programme, 

they did not find creative writing in response to literature studied as engaging, simply 

because the goal was exam preparation. The love of the narrative - the story - was lost to 

them; disconnected from their life and world.  

As I was keen to explore the ways in which digital technologies could assist boys to write 

creatively, action research was a logical and meaningful methodology to choose. As McNiff 



(2010) outlines,  action research consists of a set of principles which include justice, 

democracy, people having a voice and an ear, and being able to answer how and why 

individuals want to invest in their learning to improve.  

Participants  

The participants were the boys in my two Year 9 Middle School English classes whom I have 

taught for the past two years. A collaborative, warm, respectful learning environment had 

already been established. Students knew that their classroom was a place where laughter was 

encouraged, ideas were welcomed and no question was too silly to ask. I discussed with the 

boys the possibility of them being involved in my research project and presented them with 

an overview of ideas on what creativity could be. Information letters and permission notes 

were issued to all boys and their parents/carers. It was made clear to all that participation in 

the action research was voluntary, that their anonymity and confidentiality were guaranteed, 

that they could withdraw at any time and that any data collected would be destroyed. Thirty-

eight boys agreed to participate. Boys’ parents/carers as well gave consent for their sons to be 

involved.  

Action  

The action involved changing my whole approach to how I present my creative writing unit. 

By incorporating a range of digital tools to help spark creativity in the boys, and by fostering 

imagination and risk-taking though collaboration, it was hoped that a love of writing would 

be rediscovered. The key digital technologies chosen to spark ideas, generate discussion, 

foster collaboration, and aid reflection were Padlet (a digital wall that could be shared by 

both classes at once), YouTube and Edmodo (an educational social networking site which 

facilitates user communication through posting messages).  

A writing event, Create a Novel in a Day, was planned as a completely different experience 

to writing a narrative under traditional examination conditions. However, for this to be a 

meaningful learning experience for the boys, they would need to understand what it means to 

be/feel creative and how to give meaningful feedback to their peers.  

The intervention had four phases:  

PHASE ONE: Preparation - four 70-minute lessons. 

 Padlet comments captured what the participants understood about creativity. 



 Students ‘attended’ Creativity Seminars by viewing YouTube clips to determine what 
others think creativity is and to collect advice on how to be creative.  

 

 Students viewed YouTube clips analysing the Hero’s Journey in The Matrix and Star 
Wars to revise Campbell and Vogler’s monomyth stages and to get students’ creative 
juices flowing.  

 

 Students posted reflections on Edmodo discussing what they had learnt from the 
Creativity Seminars.  

 

 Students practised giving feedback on their peers’ writing exercises via Edmodo 
posts.  

PHASE TWO: Applying new knowledge and skills in a new situation – six hours 

 Create a Novel in a Day event:   

 In groups of six, students created a 3000-word novel as a sequel to Pittacus 
Lore’s I am Number 4. 

 

 A morning email communication outlined a location, two characters (one of 
which was a Lorien teenager), a theme, a problem, a shape-changing animal 
assistant and five words that must be included. 

 

 Students shaped the story using a template to condense the Hero’s Journey into 
six stages instead of twelve. 

Students were also provided with access to a Slushee machine and food.  

PHASE THREE: Assessing creativity – two 70-minute lessons 

 Students considered the essential criteria for assessing creativity (Harris, 2012) to help 

them create a rubric.  

 

 Students presented their novel to Year 7s to gain feedback on the value of their final 

product.  

 

 Year 7s provided feedback based on the rubric (see Table 1).  

PHASE FOUR: Reflecting – ongoing during action and one 70-minute lesson 

 Students reflected upon how digital technologies contributed to their collaborative 
writing efforts by answering a questionnaire and completing an online survey.  



Data Collection 

As action research is an approach where my aim was to inquire into, understand and further 

extend my students’ learning, as the researcher,  I was “both subjectively involved and 

[would] interact with the research participants and the research environment” (Stringer 2004, 

p.28) in order to “construct educational activities that are truly meaningful and worthwhile” 

Stringer, p. 25).  

Data collection included a combination of qualitative and quantitative techniques. Qualitative 

data were collected initially to assist me to “investigate the complex ways people interact in 

their everyday lives” (Stringer, 2004, p. 15). This data included information elicited from the 

students’ comments on Padlet and Edmodo, and through their answers to reflective 

questionnaires. Padlet offers limited characters in which to record responses, a positive for 

boys who prefer short answers. Questions used for reflections were targeted to elicit what the 

boys had learnt about their own creativity and themselves as learners; to determine whether 

the boys felt digital technologies helped or hindered the unearthing of their creativity; to 

record their feelings about peer responses to their stories; and to enable boys to provide 

feedback on ways the unit could be improved (see Appendix 1). Quasi-qualitative data was 

also obtained through a survey which made use of both closed and open questions to quantify 

and seek further details regarding responses. This was an effective way to measure how 

students viewed their efforts to collaborate and to rate the creativity of their stories (see 

Appendix 2). As part of the intervention, a student-generated rubric for assessing creativity 

was developed (see Appendix 3). The boys’ responses to receiving this feedback actually 

yielded unexpected data and thus became part of the data sets.  

Data Analysis 

Mills (2003) promotes the idea that in action research data can be collected using a number of 

qualitative techniques while McNiff (2010) celebrates the fact that action research allows the 

teacher-researcher to trust that “… you already know a great deal. Perhaps your knowledge is 

intuitive or only roughly worked out, but you still have the answers in yourself, ready for the 

right stimulus to set them off” (online, para. 70). The Year 9’s Padlet comments, Edmodo 

posts and reflective responses to the questionnaires (including how they felt about the 

“grade” awarded by the Year 7s) were read carefully and critically. Responses were colour-

coded to identify common threads and interesting or unusual ideas. Survey Monkey allowed 

for the direct tabulation of the participants’ responses to each question. Graphs were 



generated to visually represent this data. Three key themes emerged:  students’ attitudes 

toward digital technologies as tools to foster risk taking and collaboration; what they learnt 

through receiving critical feedback on their writing from both their peers and their audience 

(the Year 7s); and their answers to whether fun and joy had been returned to the creative 

writing experience.  

Discussion of Results   

Generally speaking, most participants felt that using Padlet, YouTube and Edmodo during the 

creative writing process was both enjoyable and fun. These digital technologies allowed them 

to generate and capture their ideas more quickly, assisted them in solving problems, and 

facilitated collaboration during story developing phases. Feedback posted on Edmodo, 

including that made by the Year 7 boys, highlighted the importance of sequencing ideas 

logically to include a mix of action, description and dialogue to hold the audience’s interest. 

All agreed that digital technologies had enabled a positive and happy learning experience. 

Drilling down and examining the main components of this intervention provided some 

understanding of the boys’ learning journey.  

Preparing 

I was pleasantly surprised to learn that my students’ prior understanding of creativity was not 

confined to discussions on the Arts but covered all areas of human ingenuity. Participant 33’s 

Padlet comment captured the depth of the discussion, “Creativity is a way that the human 

race moves forward. It challenges ourselves (sic) to think of new ideas and strategies. 

Without it we wouldn’t be human.” Along with specific people they believed to be creative, 

Participant 33 added, “Kids [because] they have a much more advanced imagination than 

adults [and] they see the world differently meaning they ignore all the bad stuff.” 

Reflections posted on Edmodo after ‘attending’ the Creativity Seminars illustrated the 

additional knowledge students had gained from the presenters. Participant 17 revealed that 

confidence is needed to be creative and stated, “We develop confidence by blocking out other 

people’s put downs and things that might make you nervous and just do what you do best 

whether that is painting, photography or writing stories.” Participant 11 noted boundaries for 

space and time were necessary when being creative, as was a certain amount of restraint if 

your work was to be valued by others. He says, “You need to know your limits… leave breaks 

in between working so that you have time to think about more creative ideas. You should also 

know how far is too far when being creative … to keep value in your work.” From the 



YouTube seminars, students identified open-mindedness as a key ingredient to creativity. 

Participant 18 noted, “You need to have open space in your life, I mean like open space in 

your mind, open to many ideas and give time for thoughts.” Others identified humour and 

risk-taking as attributes necessary to solve problems–to be creative. Participant 32 explained 

that “without humour you cannot find creative ways of attacking an issue.” Participant 14 

remarked “Kids have a greater capacity for creativeness because they are not afraid to come 

up with new and sometimes bizarre ideas and creations. Adults are not as risk-taking [sic]” 

while Participant 15 observed “If you are not prepared to be wrong, you are not prepared to 

be creative.” 

When asked to respond to the reflective question, “In what ways can watching YouTube clips 

on stages of the Hero's Journey help you write an adventure story like your sequel to I am 

Number 4?”, the majority said they found it useful. Participant 9 offered, “The clips did help 

to understand what the Hero’s Journey means. It was also quite a good idea to use classic 

examples such as Star Wars or The Matrix, though perhaps a wider example of movies could 

have been used to illustrate the point better.” 

For feedback to be effective, Csíkszentmihályi (2008) concludes that it must be given in a 

timely manner. Writing narratives under exam conditions often means feedback is delayed, 

and, ultimately, ineffective. Consequently, I was interested in observing how students would 

approach giving feedback via Edmodo. Feedback very quickly moved from friendly greetings 

and superficial comments on word limits to practical and helpful advice such as “Watch your 

spelling and grammar. Don't just tell us what a cat does, but relate a cat to your character” 

(Participant 11). When advising a classmate on how to sustain a simile in a description, 

Participant 29 said, “Maybe [write] more about the person and not just the animal so you can 

see the similarities.” Most participants were encouraging, “You can really show strong 

emotion in your writing. I also like how you can add things in that completely surprise the 

audience” (Participant 13) while others were positive, yet pragmatic, “Well done but a bit 

silly and non-informative” (Participant 16). 

Applying new knowledge and skills in a new situation 

Krashen (2001) encourages teachers to take their students out of their normal learning 

environments in order to ignite creativity. Moving the Year 9 boys to a new area in the Senior 

School, and applying their new knowledge and skills in an unusual writing event (complete 

with an endless supply of Slushees) certainly provided the boys with a context that Fletcher 



(2006) would describe as active, imaginative, results-based, and fun (p. 145). Students felt 

more positive and more able because they were given the opportunity to discuss their writing, 

receive positive feedback and helpful advice. Participant 28 explained, “I have learnt that I 

have a vivid imagination and that by changing the sentence by just a little bit it can change 

the perspective.” Allowing the boys to have six hours of uninterrupted time to write was 

embraced by the majority of the class. Participant 23 rejoiced saying, “The increased time 

was fantastic and honestly very liberating. It gave us time to trial ideas and think of 

something great.” Only two students commented that it was too long for them.  

Assessing boys’ level of creativity 

Loveless (2007) points out the importance of feedback in motivating students and in helping 

them develop their creative thinking. When it came time to determine whether their stories 

were valued by their peers, the Year 9s were clear in deciding that their work was to be 

measured on whether it was enjoyable, original or surprising, and whether it made sense. 

Participant 38 was disappointed saying, “They [the Year 7s] hated it because half of it made 

no sense.” A number of boys commented that they had learnt how important it was to read 

their work aloud to check for logical sequencing and flow as evidenced by Participant 19’s 

point, “…planning the story was quite a proses [sic] [especially] making sure that every 

chapter flowed on from the previous [one].” This was important learning because, as Joubert 

(2001) explains, there is a need to judge the value of creative outcomes against the intended 

purpose because some ideas may be highly original but useless in solving the current issue. 

The online survey revealed that one respondent knew exactly what Joubert meant when he 

concluded “My group's story was certainly creative, although not necessarily ‘worth 

touching with a ten-foot pole.’”  Other boys commented that presenting their stories helped 

them learn the value of having a mix of action, description and dialogue to enhance the 

audience’s interest. Participant 22 noted the feedback from the Year 7s “… was fair [in that] 

it [their story] wasn't the best because we couldn't create our own story from scratch. We had 

to make our own chapters to join others so not all of them flowed and our story was possibly 

to [sic] long and lacking in action making it a bit boring.” Participant 8 wrote, “I was 

delighted about the response I received from … 7B. Our story made them laugh and that was 

the sole purpose.” 

 

 



Reflecting 

When presented with tasks that were related to their needs and interests, that have a real 

purpose and outcome, and can be achieved in the short-term, Fischer (2002) found that boys 

will achieve to the best of their ability. Student reflections on the use of Padlet, YouTube and 

Edmodo in the writing process suggest that this intervention was “a fun way of expressing 

your creativity into an awesome masterpiece.” Strengths of the action were in illustrating 

how digital technologies enabled a more creative flair in ways that writing under exam 

conditions never will. Skills such as organization, focusing on the task at hand and editing 

skills were enhanced by the use of digital technologies. Participant 9 explained, “I have the 

knowledge now that you can make a good story out of anything but you may have to tear it 

apart and start over again to do it,” while Participant 12’s comment that this new creative 

writing unit helped him develop his leadership skills, as well as his writing skills, were 

interesting. He says “I learnt that I am a good leader because I found myself constantly 

checking up on everyone and making sure things are running smoothly. I have learnt more 

structure in my writing; not blabbing on about useless points. This includes making 

components useful and supportive to the story.”  

Open-ended questions on the survey confirmed that digital technologies like Edmodo aid 

collaboration because the boys are able to “manipulate the story according to what the 

groups wants.” Another participant summarised the benefits of collaboration borne out of the 

use of Web 2.0 and its array of digital tools as follows: “Because everyone can solve 

everyone else’s problems, [we have] the ability to think productively and not constantly 

stop.” 

Conclusion 

This project sought to examine how digital technologies could transform the creative writing 

process and foster imagination and risk taking though collaboration. The findings 

demonstrated that YouTube was an excellent tool with which to frontload students and Padlet 

and Edmodo had the potential to create a positive atmosphere where students could 

collaborate and learn from each other, increasing their focus on the story and not on the task! 

Creativity became the focus. The boys were absorbed in their work and they experienced a 

sense of flow.  

 

 



Implications of the Study on Practice 

The Year 9s displayed a positive approach to creative writing during the Create a Novel in a 

Day experience. The evidence suggests this was borne out of the novelty of the task, the 

different location, and the students’ ability to share and offer feedback via digital 

technologies. Another positive was the sense of pride many boys derived from achieving the 

major feat of producing a 3000-word novel. The Year 9s now consider this an achievable 

goal because the process they had worked through, and the digital tools they used, allowed 

them to feel comfortable in sharing ideas. Fronting up to an actual audience was a huge risk 

and made the boys far more aware of the importance of processing their writing and checking 

for the logical progression of ideas. This can only help them become more aware of the 

audience for whom they are writing and to be resilient in the face of unexpected responses. 

Using the novel I am Number 4, while perhaps restricting the creativity of some, allowed the 

boys limits within which to, as Fletcher (2006) advises,  “embrace boy writing in all its grit 

and glory” (p. 7), and write their gruesome, graphic, yet dearly loved, fight scenes as part of 

their rising action. With more practise at similar writing events, I would be happy for the 

boys to be given the freedom to choose their own story elements. Perhaps three sessions of 

three hours would also provide students with the time to further employ digital technologies 

to fully develop their storylines and complete editing and polishing.  

Implications for Future Research 

To further enrich this action research experience, an additional cycle is planned where the 

focus will be on refining writing skills by using digital tools such as Fakebook to help 

students develop characterization and dialogue. Subsequent cycles might then move to 

increased use of peer editing before moving away from written stories to filmed narratives. 

While a number of cycles will be required to refine this framework, these results offer some 

encouraging suggestions for using digital technologies in a practical, productive way in the 

English classroom. The boys also offered wise advice on how to improve this action in the 

next research cycle. Participant 31 suggested that I “allow more headspace for people to 

express themselves” so that time is allocated, as Krashen (2001) suggests, to let their ideas 

incubate. Several boys also suggested that the task not be based on I am Number 4, saying 

this stifled their creativity by setting too much up for them. 

 

 



Reflection 

This action research process has been a challenging, sometimes scary, yet ultimately 

empowering, adventure. Markman, Gray, Beilock, Sprigman, Raustiala, and Bregman (2013) 

summarise my hesitancy perfectly with their observation that fear of failure, habit and even 

our best intentions can “act as stealth saboteurs of ingenuity” (online,  para. 1). Every day I 

tell my boys to seize the day, try something new, just have a go. But, after many years of 

teaching, was I taking my own advice? This action research has led me to be more 

adventurous in my own learning journey and sharing that journey with my peers. I have no 

trouble doing this with my students but need to revise how I view and value my own 

experience. Balancing family, home and work commitments with my involvement in this 

project has highlighted the need for more effective (perhaps creative) time management 

skills. I noted that I was learning from the ‘fringes’ as I watched the talented members of my 

team progress with their actions and analysed how they were developing and improving their 

reports. This made me more cognisant of the students in my class who may bring the worries 

of their world to school with them. It helped me to consider how digital technologies could 

allow them to have a voice but at a time that fitted in with their lives. Another element I 

particularly enjoyed was the exchange of ideas that occurred when receiving critical feedback 

from my Team Advisor. I found beauty in being guided to clarifying my processes so that an 

audience outside my head would know what I was hoping to achieve. Engaging the boys in 

discussions on creativity and hearing them speak about their own abilities was also great fun. 

From the moment I first mentioned this project, they had been excited for me, interested and 

keen to see my progress. A marvelous lesson to share is that you need not look on the “forces 

that blunt creativity” as enemies to hide from but an adventure to attack with belief and hope 

(Markman et. al., 2013).  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: SAMPLE REFLECTION QUESTIONS 

1) List two things you have learnt about your own creativity from doing this unit? 
2)  How has technology helped you to “unleash your creativity” in this English unit? 
3)  How has technology hindered you from “unleashing your creativity” in this activity? 
4)  How did you feel about the response your story received from the audience? Why? 
5)  Should this unit be completed by next year’s Year 9s? Why? 
6)  What would improve this unit? Why? 
7)  What did you learn about yourself from this unit? 
8)  What new knowledge will you apply to your own story writing next year? 
9)  Are there any other comments you would like to make?  

Appendix 2: Sample email communication: Create a Novel in a Day    

GROUP ONE: 

Location starts with “R” 

Theme 
those with power and ability have a responsibility  

to help the less fortunate 

Character teen musician 

Character teen computer gamer 

Chimera goat 

Five Words 
accommodation   conscientious 

Exhilarating    ubiquitous   wisdom 

Problem Lorien Chest has been stolen 

Number 3 

 
Appendix 3: Student-Generated Rubric  

  

9 English Semester 2 Topic: Create a Novel in a Day  

Story Title                         Student Name                                        Yr 7 Student Name 

Creativity 
Criteria 

A B C D E 

Enjoyable to 
listeners 

“It rocked.” 

“I want to read 
it again.” 

“It was sweet." “It was good.” “I didn’t like it!” “It sucked!” 



Originality, 
surprising 

“OMG = 
Mind blown!” 

“Would never 
have thought 

of that!” 

“OK but it makes 
me almost want to 

read Twilight!” 

“Been there, done 
that.” 

“Think I’ve read 
this before.” 

“So last 
century.” 

Makes sense “Really like 
the twists and 

the way it 
reads.” 

“Followed 
most of it. 

Flows well.” 

“Reads OK, but 
not always clear or 
easy to follow in 

parts.” 

“Sometimes got 
lost following the 

story.” 

“Not clear in 
parts, left me 

trying to fill in 
gaps.” 

“At times I had 
no idea what you 

were talking 
about.” 

“Just not clear at 
all!” 

 


